A Brown God’s Homecoming
Truth flares
in my anxious veins
when scabs give away to faint streams of new skin.
O these bones―
how they bend like clairvoyant rivers,
how they purl around joints
like my father’s sternness in me.
You know, I’ve been so used
to the darkness in my room,
the gleam of fairy lights on wallpaper
that in case I wake up for the morning sun,
I find petals in my eyes pouring dew
into the bucket of the Cuttack summer’s thick brine.
This town is where years ago in the murky waters of puberty,
my organs rose
like demons in stone.
Now I visit to purge
what despite my best efforts
I couldn’t discharge.
At night
the canal through Professor Para
gurgles my name
with the daily stink
of the town’s turnover.
I enjoy it in the way a body relishes its bad breath
when slapped awake from a chastening dream.
Oh how every noun in emergency
rouses into a verb
and decay remains
the only reliable beast.
A resurrection in grammar confronts
when I hurl profanities
into the multitude
of holes in me.
My mother asks Etey chinta kahinki. Why so much stress.
Why.
During my one eyed slumber,
the town admonishes me
in a breathing whisper
it usually reserves for full moon nights―
it’s okay to see
and not seek.

a making of ghosts
lotuses in a pond or wombs on the ocean the earth
always looking to reinvent on a base of water here lies
the most unglamorous fact:
one part land is gestating three parts water
& so in our deepest recesses we’re always arching down
a wave’s spine to suckle million teats of blue frothed sea
to see if that leads us to the dimmed chamber in our brains
where dark things sediment where memory stages brief
interludes where cobwebs link dusting images
the weight of such a place affirms knowing
& knowledge might be blessed with tongue but they lack teeth
so they lap & lap & lap but never chew look I say this
because once my teeth wanted to run away & now I have them
on a leash I’m afraid my bones are leaving behind a trail of ash
& I don’t see any beauty in contrast
forgive me, I’m tired of comparisons
I don’t know if it’s just me but when I work on a thing, I think
about something else consider the time we studied a chapter
on Indian agriculture in high school geography & when rapeseed
came up how the heart started beating faster clasping terror
of unacknowledged shame when I looked
at other faces in the class yellow crops growing
in north India’s hinterland
not aware of their English name
I imagined
they would be too busy with the rain, sun and soil
the clarity of my reminiscing today makes me want to weep
these bowls of thought
soaring in space capping our foggy
heads
oh, the dark magic of involution
maybe the shadow of all blood is ink maybe
the words we read, hear and eventually spill
sculpt the bodies
of our beloved ghosts those guarding our beds when we drift

